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INTRODUCTION 
In [l] we obtained a uniform asymptotic solution to the differential 
equation 
2 + ;i’R(z, A)24 =0, ZED, AES. (1.1) 
The properties of @z, A), D, and S, as well as the formal results, are given 
there. We shall, henceforth, refer to formulae in that paper [ 1 ] by prefixing 
the equation numbers there with “A.” 
We now wish to specialize that asymptotic formula, for the following 
cases: 
(a) One double pole (the special function required is the logarithmic 
exponential function with variable exponent); 
(b) One simple pole (the special function required is a Cylinder 
function of fixed order); 
(c) One simple turning point and one double pole (Cylinder function 
of variable order); 
(d) One simple turning point and one simple pole (Whittaker 
function with fixed p and variable rc); 
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(e) Two simple turning points or one second-order turning point 
and one double pole (Whittaker function of variable p and K); 
(f) Two simple poles (Associated Legendre function of variable 
order and fixed degree). 
Singular turning point problems could occur in cases (c), (d), and (f). 
These are problems where the order of the pole of &(z, 2) is higher than 
that of R,(z) = l?(z, co). By the definition given in [ 11, this phenomenon 
introduces a “singular” turning point at the pole. All the possible cases.will 
be examined. 
Cases (a) and (b) have been treated in Anyanwu [2] and elsewhere. But 
we give a summary of the expansions here because we shall need to refer to 
them as the limit forms of other expansions. Otherwise, as far as the author 
can determine, the expansions for the other cases are new, although some 
representations in terms of Cylinder functions have been developed in [3, 
p. 4381, and others. 
2. PRELIMINARY CALCULATIONS 
We shall need to compute the elements of the matrix {a,,} and the vec- 
tor [rc,] of Eq. A-(4.18). Some of these elements are defined in terms of 
integrals to be evaluated at one or two of the singular points b,, j = 0, . . . . N. 
If bj, and bjz are any two of the singular points, then we shall evaluate the 
integrals in the first instance at b,, + ai and b,, + E*. Thus, from A-(4.18), we 
have 
At this point we let E,, .s2 -0. That the limit exists, i.e., that 
ykP = lim E, +O,El+O~k,,(~I, a2) exists, is guaranteed by the regularity con- 
ditions A-(4.4), A-(4.6), and A-(4.8). 
In Eq. A-(2.3) we defined the integers p and v. In Section 4 of that paper 
we showed that if p + v + 1 is the sum of the orders of the turning points 
and poles, then V(t) in A-(2.1) must have ,u + u - 1 parameters yk in order 
that the expansions be uniform in D. This will be demonstrated in each of 
the expansions we shall obtain. 
To define the elements of the matrix {o,,~} we note that from &(z, A), we 
define T(Z) and, hence, R,(z). Thus the integers M, N, p, and v are 
determmined. 4(z), and the constants fij, j= 1, . . . . N, ai, i= 1, . . . . M, are 
determined. d(z), and the constants /?,, j= 1, . . . . N, ai, i= 1, . . . . M, are deter- 
mined in terms of the arbitrary constants PO, yPO, from Eqs. A-(2.20) to 
A-(2.22). The constants ykO, k = 0, . . . . p, are then obtained from A-(2.17). 
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Next we proceed to calculate the constants ykP, k = 0, . . . . p + v - 2, 
p = 1, 2, . ..) from the system of equations A-(4.18). It seems most convenient 
to arrange the matrix {(T,,~} and the vector [n,,] in the following way: 
(i) The first v - N- 1 rows of {a,,} are obtained from A-(4.4) as 
j = 0, . . . . N, s = 0, . . . . n, - 2, k = 0, . . . . ,LL + v - 2, n = 0, . . . . v - N - 2, 
and the first v - N - 1 components of [n,,] are 
7c ,*q=-g ‘,R,O+r,(i)l~ > z’ - -4 
j = 0, . . . . N, s = 0 , . . . . n, - 2, n = 0, . . . . v - N - 2. 
(ry(z) is to be defined shortly.) 
(ii) The next p---M rows are obtained from A-(4.8) as 
fJ,,k =-g Cd’(~)12 dz) fi C$(z) = 4,l m-n! dm}i 
1 
1 
I=0 u, 
i= 1 , . . . . M, s = 0, . . . . n, - 2, k = 0, . . . . p + v - 2, n = v - N - 1, . . . . 
v+p-&‘-M-2, 
and the corresponding components of 
7l flq=g ;R,(r)+r&l~ 1 
2 = (1 
i = 1 , . . . . M, s = 0, . . . . ni-2,n=v-N-1 ,,.., v+p-N-M-2. 
(iii) N equations are furnished by A-(4.3) with 
(7 nk = 
J 
b;; [r(z) Rob)1 -“2C4’(412 ~(2) fi [4(z) - d,l pnf Qk(d & 
t=0 
and 
71 ny = s bI [r(z) R,(z)1 ~1’2C~,W + y&)1 dz, 
(2.1 1 
(2.2) 
(2.3 ) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
j= 1, . . . . N, k=O > .. . . I++\,-2,n=v+p-N-M- 1, . . . . v+p-M-2. 
(2.6) 
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(iv) Finally, the last M equations are obtained from A-(4.7) with 
0 nk = 
s 
b; [r(z) &t(z)1 -“*CdW12 42) ; C&) -4,l -‘l dk dz, (2.7) 
t=0 
and 
?L ny = 
I 
bI [r(z) Ro(z)l p”2{Rq + r,(z)> dz, 
i = 1, . . . . 44, k = 0, . . . . ,U+v-2,n=v+p--m-l,..., v+p-2. 
In the preceding formulae 
where 
r&z) = (@-1’2(ko)1’2 dp,- 1 Sin 8 + (4’)“’ CPP i Cos 8, 
Y-1 
(2,=rC,“-,+ 1 CR,,, -rW)2PI+1W1 Cy--l--ly 
I=1 
and 
q-1 
Z,=rBGp, + c II&+, -r(4’)2f’,+1(d)1 B,-,-, 
I= 1 
- ,cl Cr(&P,)‘C,-,+ W’PICq-J 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
At singular turning points, we must ensure that the appropriate 
equations in (2.1) to (2.8) are modified as required by A-(4.9) to A-(4.12). 
Thus, if ai= bj= z* for some i and j, we delete the 2n,, -n, - 1 equations 
in (2.1) to (2.4) corresponding to z.+ and replace them with the block 
, (2.12) 
z=z* 
(2.13) 
where s = 0, . . . . 2n,, - n, - 2, k = 0, . . . . /l+v-2, n=v+p-N-M- 
2n,, + n,, . . . . v+p-N-M-2. 
Once again, in the preceding formulae, the limit process, defined in 
A-(2.20) to A-(2.22) for the evaluation of integrals, is to be used. 
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3. EXPANSION IN TERMS OF LOGARITHMIC EXPONENTIAL 
The case for which &z, 2) and I& each have a double pole at z = b0 has 
already been treated in [2]. However, we summarize the result here, since 
it represents the limit problem for the case of two simple poles, a case that 
we shall encounter in due course. 
We note that r(z) = (z-b,)*, and R,(z) = r(z) k,(z) has no zero in D. 
Thus N = M = 0, n, = 2, v = 2, p = 0. We choose 4” = 0 and obtain from 
A-(2.20) that 
d(z) = Exp 
i 
jiO [y,‘&(t)]“2 dt. (3.1) 
We note that d(z) = O(z - 6,) (z -+ h,). Then from A-(4.18), A-(2.1), and 
1 
A-(2.2), c,zk is the 1 x 1 matrix, coo, and we obtain 
yap = flop = R,(~o) + rp(ho), (3.2 
since 
CJc’o =)Jyo { [&(z)]*(z - h,)2/[&)]2} = 1. 
The comparison equation is 
(3.3 
v”+y,~-*v=o, (3.4) 
with solutions 
where 
Vi(<) = P, i= 1,2, (3.5 
6, =i[l +Jm], s,=+[l-Jm. (3.6 
Finally, A-(2.10) and A-(2.1 1) yield 
i” = A”*cj(z), yo”l,* f Py,, (3.7) 
p=O 
where yap is given by (3.2). 
Consequently (l.l), for the case in which D contains one double pole of 
k(z, I.), has two linearly independent solutions ui, i= 1,2, such that ui, 
from A-(5.1 ), and dui/dz, from A-(6.31), have the asymptotic represen- 
tations 
Ui(Z, A)- [P’q+(z)]“J f ~-PBp(z)+~i~-‘[~(Z)]~’ f (3.8) 
p=o p=o 
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and 
$ [Pfj(Z)]~‘{ f A- p+‘kpP(z) + 6i[d(z)l -’ f A-’ C,(Z)>, (3.9) 
p=o p=o 
where 
1 
4(z) = - 4’(z) R,( ) c (z) + B;-,(z) - [qY(z)12 y1 C,(z) P,-,(&, P (3.10a) 
I=0 
q(z) = 4’(z) 5,(z) + cp- l(Z). (3.10b) 
The coefficients 5,,(z) and C,(z) are given by A-(2.29) with A-(2-28), 
A-(2.30), A-(2.25), and A-(2.26), where P,(d) = roP[#(z)] -*, p = 1, 2, . . . . 
We observe that p + v - 1 = 1, the number of parameters of V(t) = l6 
required for the expansion. In this case the parameter is the exponent. The 
value of this exponent is given by (3.6) and (3.2), yoo being an arbitrary 
nonzero constant. 
4. EXPANSIONS IN TERMS OF CYLINDER FUNCTIONS 
4.1. The Case: p = 0, v = 1 (Simple Pole) 
Let &z, ,I) and g,(z) each have a simple pole at z = b,. Again this case 
was treated in [2]. Then r(z)= (z-bo), and R,(z) = (z-b,) Ao(z) has no 
zeroes in D. Therefore N=M=O, n=l, v=l, but p=O. Hence A-(2.15) 
becomes 
(4’)2 = Y,‘4ffo(z), Yoo+o~ (4.1) 
having chosen /IO = 0. Equation A-(2.20) now simplifies to 
s 
4 
’ s “* ds = 
5 
&,‘I?,( r)] “* dr, 
0 bo 
and we obtain 
,(z)=(;f; [y,‘ko(r)]1’2dr)2. 
Since p + v - 1 = 0, {rr,+} for this case is the zero matrix. Thus the 
regularity equations A-(4.1) to A-(4.4) will be identically satisfied if we set 
yop=o, p=l,2 ).... Consequently the comparison equation A-(2.1 ) 
bacomes 
v”(Lg+(yo5-‘)v=0, (4.3) 
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with the solution-Cylinder functions of order l- 
V(5) = 4”zcl(2y;‘25”1). (4.4) 
Equations A-(2.10) and A-(2.11) give 
((z, A) = n2!3q5(z), 
if we choose yoo = 1. 
‘Jo(i) = i4,‘, (4.5 1 
Thus u(z, n) and du/dz have the expansions (from A-(5.1), A-(6.31 ), 
(4.4) and (4.5)) 
u(z, 2) - ,’ 2’1’ 
i 
pc,(24p) f IpPB,(z) + C,(21#1/2) f 1, -PC,(Z) 
p=O p=O I 
and 
(A-‘m), (4.6 1 
du -N 
dz 
14’3 fj”‘C,(2@“2) f A -PB,(z) + C,(2&P”) f 1~ “d,(z) 
p=o p = 0 
(2 + co). (4.7 1 
Again the coefficients B,(z) and C,(z) are given by A-(2.29) with A-(2.28), 
A-(2.30), A-(2.25), and A-(2.26), where, this time, P,(4) =O, p= 1, 2, . 
The coefficients B,(z) and ~Jz) are defined in (3.10) in terms of B,(z) and 
C,(z). 
The integer p + v - 1 = 0 for this case, and we note that the special 
function V( 5) = [ li2C ,(2@“‘) for this expansion has no free parameters. 
4.2. The Case: p = 1, v = 2 
Two problems arise in this case. First we look at the problem in which 
fi(z, I) has a second-order pole at z = bo, while Jo(z) has a simple pole 
there. This problem is treated in a different way by Olver [3, p. 4381. Here 
Y(Z) = (z- b,)* and R,(z) = T(Z) I?,(z) has a simple zero at z=b,. We 
therefore have a case of the singular turning point, with n,, = 2, n, = 1. 
Thus v=2, p=mm,= 1, and N=O, M=O. 
We choose /3, = 0, and from A-(2.15) and A-(4.1 5) we have 
(qS’)2 = y,‘~~o(z), 
s 
‘s -1’2 ds = j;) [y,‘i?o(t)]1’2 dt, (4.8) 
0 
or 
d(z) =$ {j;. [y$ffo(t),‘12 dtj2. (4.9) 
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Once again y10 is arbitrary, except that it is most convenient to choose its 
sign such that d(z) is real for z real. Since p + v - 1 = 2, { (T,~} is a 2 x 2 
matrix. From (2.12) we get 
000 = 1, 00, =o, (4.10) 
and 
fJ 10 = &‘(b0)/~‘(b0)~ 011 = d’(bo). (4.11) 
From (2.13) we have 
n op = q7(bo) + @oh p = 1, 2, . ..) (4.12a) 
and 
71 Ip = qbo) + r;(bo)Y p = 1, 2, . . . . (4.12b) 
We note that det{a,,) = 4’(6,) #O. Hence ykP, k = 0, 1, exist and are 
unique, and we get, from (4.10), (4.1 l), and (4.12), 
Yap = 400) + r,(bo), p = 1, 2, . . . . (4.13a) 
and 
qdbo) + @o) _ V(bo) 
Yip= 
#‘(bo) Cd’@o)l’ 
Summarizing we have 
x C&Go) + r,(bo)l> p = 1, 2, . . . . (4.13b) 
Yap = hop Yip = m%,- %onop). (4.14) 
We recall from (2.9) to (2.11) that ri(z) =O. 
Since to = 0, the comparison equation A-(2.1) with A-(2.2), for this case, 
is 
~“(~)+r-2(Yo+Y,r)~=o. (4.15) 
It has the solution 
V(5) = t”2C (2y”25”2), P I (4.16) 
where C, represents a Bessel function of the first or second kind, and 
p = (1 - 4yo)i’2. (4.17) 
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From A-(2.10) we obtain 
&, 2) = J”‘d(Z), (4.18) 
and from A-(2.1 1) we have, since yoo = 0, 
(A:-, co), (4.19a) 
(4.19b) 
where y10 # 0 is arbitrary. This determines the expansions A-(5.1 ) and 
A-(6.31 ) in terms of (4.16) for this problem. However, since V’(c) has C,, 
and C,_ , terms, we write the expansions in terms of those Bessel functions 
by recombining terms, as 
u(;, I.) - r.“5(qi(z))‘~2 
i 
c,[2y;‘W($(z))‘j*] f I. -Ply(z) 
p=o I 
+ 1~ “yy(&z))-“‘C, ,[2y~“n’“(~(z))“‘] f. 2 -T,(z) 
p=O 
(~-+~L (4.20) 
and 
$- 26’5(fj(z))“2 { C,[2y;‘ i1’5($b(z))“2] f Pan 
L p=O 1 
+ E.~m4’5y~/2(~(z))112 C,. ,[~~f’2j,“s(~(z))“2] 11 “C,(Z) 
(A -+ co). (4.21 )
Here 
q(z) = B,(z) - t(P - 1 )(Q(z))- ‘C,(z), (4.22) 
B,* = b,(z) - &I - 1 )(Jd(z)) ‘C’,(z), (4.23) 
where d,(z) and c,(z) are again defined in (3.10); B,(z), C,(z) are given by 
A-(2.29), A-(2.30), A-(2.25), and A-(2.26), with P,(b) = &‘(yoP + y,,,~). 
The functions 4’(z) and 4(z) are given by (4.8) and (4.9), the constants yoP 
and ylP by (4.14). The (p + v - 1 = 2) parameters required for the unifor- 
mity of the expansion in D are p and y, defined by (4.17) and (4.19). 
Let us return to the case discussed in Section 4.1. It is useful to note that 
the problem can be viewed as one in which I?.,(z) has both a double pole 
and a simple zero at the point z = b,. Thus, as in the case discussed in this 
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section, we have r(t) = t2, T(Z) = (Z - 6,)2, p = 1, v = 2, and 5 = ,I”‘&z). 
With this consideration, the results in Section 4.1 will be recovered from 
those of this section if we note that because R,(b,) =0, n,=O from 
(4.10a), and hence yO, = 0. Thus we set yO=O in (4.13) to (4.15). The need 
for this alternative view is that the problem (discussed in the next 
paragraph) involving a simple turning point, (I,, and a double pole, b, 
(where again p = 1, v = 2), reduces to the problem of a simple pole when 
a, + b,. 
The next problem involving a simple turning point, a,, and a double 
pole, b,, is suggested in [4]. Here l?(z, 2) and &(z) each have a second- 
order pole at z = bO, while I&,(z) has a simple zero at z = a,. No previous 
treatment of this problem seems to have appeared in the literature. 
Here r(z) = (z - 6,)2, and R,(z) = T(Z) g,(z) has a simple zero at a,. 
Again n,=2, m, = 1, p= 1, v=2, N=O, but now M= 1. We again choose 
&,=O, and consequently A-(2.15) and A-(2.20) for this case become 
W)‘=l4ffo(4 d’(d- Qrl, (4.24a) 
and we integrate as 
lim 
&+O (4.24b) 
The limit process yields a value for c(,, as is done explicitly in [S]. From 
A-(2.17) we have 
Yoo = -Yloal. (4.25) 
Compare the previous case. 
We now compute the matrix {clnk} and the vector ~l,~ for the deter- 
mination of the constants ykP, k = 0, 1, p = 1,2, . . . . From (2.1) for j = 0, 
s=O, n=O, k=O, 1 we obtain 
CT -1 oo- 7 go1 - 0, (4.26) 
and from (2.7) we have 
CT lk = 
s 
byp6 [r(z) ~o(z)l-1’2C4’(z)12 r(z)C4(z)l’k-2’ dz, k=O, 1. (4.27) 
From (2.2) and (2.8) we obtain, respectively, 
7-c op = R,(bo) + r,(boL (4.28) 
lr lp = 
s 
:,‘-. [r(z) R,(z)1 -“*C&(Z) + r,(z)1 ds. (4.29) 
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We note that det { a,& } = a,, # 0, and hence we can solve for ykP, k = 0, 1, 
as 
Yap = nap, yip = lim aG’(nl, - a,o~op), p = 1, 2, . . . (4.30) 
c-0 
We note that the limit defined in (4.29) exists since in the expression 
s 
(1, 
711/J - alo~op = hg _F [I Cf-(2) Mz)l “2 
[R,(z)+ r,(z)]- [R,(z,)+ r&z,)] rd'(;!;;;(z' 
in (4.30) the quantity in the chain bracket goes to zero as z -+ h,, i.e., as 
E + 0. 
After this point all the results in the previous case hold. Thus V(t) is 
given by (4.16), p by (4.17), and t(z, I>) by (4.18), where 4(z) is, for this 
case, obtained from (4.24). Also y, is given by (4.19b), but with y,P now 
given by (4.30). Because yoo#O in this case, yo, instead of as in (4.19a), 
now has the representation 
yo-lb2 f l.--pyop, (4.31) 
p=O 
where yoD is given in (4.25) and (4.30). With these modifications (4.20) to 
(4.23) determine the asymptotic expansion for u(z, ,?.) for this case. 
It is easy to see that when a, + b,, the result for the previous case is 
recovered. Thus, as predicted by Lemma I in [l], when a, + 6,, 
c1r -+ PO = 0. This implies from (4.25) that yoo 4 0 in (4.31). Since no,, in 
(4.12) and (4.28) are identical, it follows that in (4.30), lim,, +bO yoP[ho, a,] 
=yo,,(ho) of (4.13). Applying 1’Hospital’s rule four times, we find that, 
in (4.30), lim,, +bO ylp[bO, a,] = y,,(b,) of (4.13b). Consequently, the 
expansion of the limit problem is recovered when a, -+ h,. 
5. EXPANSION IN TERMS OF WHITTAKER FUNCTIONS 
5.1. The Cuse: p= 1, v= 1 
Here two problems arise. We consider first the case for which &(z, 1”) has 
a simple pole at z= b,, but I?,(z) has no pole or zero in D. Then 
T(Z) = (z-b,) and R,(z) = T(Z) &(z) has a simple zero at ho. Thus n, = 0, 
no=n** =v=l. Also m,=p=l and N=M=O. 
409 134%8 
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Next we choose &=O, yPO=y10 and hence from A-(2.15) and A-(4.15) 
we have 
(4’)’ = y,‘&,(z), [y,‘&(s)] 1’2 ds, (5.la) 
or 
4(z) = 6 Cr,‘&41”* ds. (5.lb) 
Since 4(b,) = &, = 0 we have yoo = 0 from A-(4.14). Also n = k = 0, therefore 
(2.12) yields 
Yoo = 4’(~0), 
while from (2.13) we obtain 
7r op = Rp@o) + ~,@O)~ p = 1, 2, . . . . 
Hence 
Yop = C~‘(~o)l -‘Cq~o) + ~,(~,)I, YIP=% p= I,% 
The comparison equation, therefore, is 
where 
v”(t)+5-‘(Yo+Y1o~=Q 
((z, 2) = A”‘fj(Z). 
The solutions are the Whittaker functions 
v(t) = W,,,2( -W:‘*O, WK. l/2( - w:‘*~)~ 
where 
fc=&y,y, . ~ l/2 
The constants y. and yr have the expansions (from A-(2.1 1)) 
. . . 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
(5.8) 
yo-A”2 2 A-l+pyop, YI =lY,o, 
p=l 
(5.9) 
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y10 being an arbitrary constant. Thus we have the following expansions for 
a solution u, and its derivative, du/dz, of (1.1): 
u(z, A)-M,,,,,[-2&h(z)] f ApPBp(z) 
p=O 
and 
+i I” M,,,,,[ -2ihjS(z)] f Ec pCp(z) 
p=o 
+ I. “2 M,, ,,*[ -2+75(z)] f 1 -“C’,(z) 
p=o > 
(2 -+ co), (5.10) 
(E” + Co). (5.11) 
As before the functions B,(z) and C,(z) are given by A-(2.29) with 
A-(2.28), A-(2.30), A-(2.25), and A-(2.26). Here P,(d) = #P1(y,,p + r,,#), 
4 is defined in (5.1), and the constants yap, yip are given in (5.4) and (5.9). 
B,(z) and C’,(z) are defined in (3.10), in terms of B,(z) and C,(z). We 
note that p + v - 1 = 1, and hence the only free parameter equired for the 
uniformity of the expansion is K or yo, defined in (5.8) and (5.9). The 
parameter y, is fixed. 
Suppose, however, that k(z, 1) and k,(z) each have a simple pole at 
z = ho, while g,(z) also has a simple zero at z = a,. Again T(Z) = (z - h,) 
and p=v=l, n=O, but now M=l. We choose PO=0 and hence from 
A-(2.15) and A-(2.18) we get (d(a,) =cI,) 
Y,T304 w2=q-J> I 
4 
o s -1’2(s-a1)“2 ds=[;o [y$ri,(~)]“~ds. (5.12) 
On integrating we obtain this implicit relation for d(z): 
41!2(~-,1)1!2+Z! Z-sinp’ ‘2 [2 (y)]=/;. [y,‘fi,(s)]‘~‘ds. (5.13) 
Here the principal value of the inverse sine function is to be chosen. On 
setting d=cr, and z=a, in (5.13) we have 
ml=- zj 6’ Cr,‘~o(dl”* ds. (5.14) 
0 
Using A-(2.17) we obtain 
yoo= -Ylo”l’ (5.15) 
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The matrix { gnk} consists of the single element 
goo = I b; [r(z) &dz)l~ 1’2C@Wlz +)(4 - ~1) dz, (5.16) 
obtained from (2.7), while (2.8) yields 
71 op = 5 ; [r(z) &t(z)1 -“‘C&k) + ~,(z)l& p= 1,2 ,.... (5.17) 
Thus 
Yop = GJ’~op> Ylp=O, p=l,2 ) . . . . (5.18) 
It follows that the comparison equation is also given by (5.5), but y0 now 
has the expansion 
yo-a3’2 f a-*y, (a + a). (5.19) 
p=o 
Thus u(z, A.) and du/dz have the expansions (5.10) and (5.11), except that y0 
in (5.8) now has the form (5.19), where yoP is given by (5.15) and (5.18); 
also 4(z) is given by (5.13). 
When a, + 6,, c1i + 0 and hence yoo + 0. By using 1’Hospital’s rule twice 
on (5.18) for a, +bo, we obtain (5.4). This shows that the expansion for 
this problem reproduces, uniformly, that of the previous case. 
It is also interesting to note that this case could converge to a different 
limit problem. Suppose that R,(z) has a first-order pole at b, (and a first- 
order zero at a,), but &(z), for all p > 1, is regular in D. Then as a, + b,, 
the pole of k,(z) is wiped out. We then have a case in which the limit 
problem is that of a zero-order turning point, expandable in terms of 
elementary functions, in which no regularity conditions are required, and 
therefore yap = 0, p = 1, 2, . . . . That is precisely what we get in the limit, i.e., 
(5.4), when a, approaches 6, in (5.18), since R,,(b,) = 0 = r,(b,). Thus we 
set y. = 0 and hence the comparison equation (5.5) becomes the elementary 
equation of which V(t) = Sinh(@/2) is a solution. Since yO=O, k=O, and 
we note that M,, l,2(Ad) = Sinh(l&2). Th us, here also, the expansion to the 
limit problem is recovered when ~1~ coalesces with b0 under this condition 
or &(z, A). 
5.2. The Case: ,u = 2, v = 2 
We shall consider four different problems for this case. 
PROBLEM (i). @z, A) has a double pole at z = 6,, but k,(z) is regular, 
and also has no zeroes, in D. Thus T(Z) = (z-b,,)‘, and n,,=n,, =2, 
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n, = 0; and since R,(z) has a double zero at I = zO, m, = 2; v = p = 2, and 
N= M=O. 
We choose &, = 0. Since n, = m, = 2, it follows that A-(4.1 5) yields, as in 
a previous problem, 
d(z) = 6 [y,‘ko(s)] lr2 ds, (5.20) 
since yPO =yzO. It follows from A-(4.14) that yoo=y,,,=O. The 3 x 3 matrix 
{ cnk} is obtained from (2.12). It consists of 
co, = 002 = 0, (521a) 
C,I = &(b,), 0,s = 0, (521b) 
and 
+ 4 @"(bo) 2 d""(bo) 
377&j--377&$ 
cr21 =2qY(b,) {2-($$-/)2-$$j}, 
~22 = WVo)12. (5.21~) 
Here again the determinant of the coefficient matrix is (pi, (Tag = 
2[qY(bo)] 3 # 0, and hence we can solve for ykp. 
From (2.13) we obtain 
7c “P = Rb”)( b,) + rb”‘( b,), n=0,1,2,p=1,2 ).... (5.22) 
We have, as the solutions for ykP, 
Yop = no,, p = 1, 2, . ..) 
Ylp=~Il’(~n,p--a,o~op)~ p = 1, 2, . ..) 
(5.22a) 
(5.22b) 
and 
Y2p = ‘Trz1c~2p - g20710p - +J,,h, - ~,o%Jl, 
Consequently the comparison equation is 
p=l,2 3 “’ . (5.22~) 
v”(5)+5~2(Yo+Y,5+Y252)~=o, (5.23) 
with the solutions 
v(5) = M,,,CW2t), w,,,‘wY:‘25)~ (5.24) 
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where 
Furthermore, 
K = $iy , y; li2, p=$-yyo. 
((z, A) = P3$h(z). 
Since yoo = y ,0 = 0, we have 
yo”A f A-P+lyop 
p=l 
yl-p f p+lylp 
p=l 
yzwp+p f p+lyzp (A+ co). 
p=t 
Here y Ip is given by (5.22) and we have chosen yZO = 1. 
Consequently, U(Z, I) and du/dz are given by the expansions 
+ K2’3M~,P[2iy~/2{(z, A)] f I-pCp(z) (A+ CfJ), 
p=o 
2 - I {MK,,[2iyi12C(z, A)] fl L-pfip(z) 
p=o 
+ L-2’3MkP[2iyl/2(z, A)] f Lpcp(z) 
p=o 
(A + co). 
(5.25) 
(5.26) 
(5.27a) 
(5.27b) 
(5.27~) 
(5.32) 
(5.29) 
B,(z) and C,(z) are given by A-(2.29), with A-(2.28), A-(2.30), A-(2.25), 
and A-(2.26), and with P,(d) =&‘(yoP+ ~,,~+JJ~~#~) and 4 given by 
(5.20). Also yip, i= 0, 1,2, are given by (5.22). fip(z) and e,(z) are defined 
in (3.10). The parameters yo, yl, and y2 (or K, ,u, and y2) are p + v - 1 = 3 
parameters required for the uniformity of the expansion. 
PROBLEM (ii). Consider now the problem in which &z, A) has a double 
pole at b,, but k,(z) has only a simple pole at 6, and also a simple zero at 
z=ul. Thus r(z)= (~-b,)~ as before, but now Ro(z)= (z--!J~)~ 2, has 
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simple zeroes at z = b, and z = a,. Consequently n, = v = ,B = 2; N = 0, 
m,=M=l,n,, = 2, n, = 1 and hence also m, = 1. From A-(4.15) we have 
s 
4 
0 
s-“~(s-c~,)~‘~ ds= j; [y,‘f,(~)]“~ ds. 
Here we have again chosen PO = 0. The left side of (5.30) can be very easily 
integrated and, on setting 4 = ~1, and z = a, there, we obtain 
a, =;j:” [y,‘k,(~)]“~ ds. 
II 
Then A-(4.14), for this case, yields 
YoO=O, Ylo= -32oa1. (5.32) 
For the matrix (o,,~} we use (2.12) and (2.7). Thus from (2.12) we obtain 
(521a) and (5.21b) for u,~, n =O, 1, k =O, 1, 2. Now, however, c20, c2,, 
and ~~~ are obtained from (2.7). We have 
a*/,(c) =IU’ bo~a [r(z) Ro(z)I ~“*C~‘(z)12(z - ho)“C&z)l” -’ & 
k=O, 1,2. (5.33) 
Also (2.13) gives 
ll np = Rf)(b,) + rr)(b,), n=o, 1, p= 1,2, . . . . (5.34) 
while (2.8) gives 
~z~(E) = Jh:‘p, [r(z) Ro(z)l p”2C&,(z) + r,(z)1 & p = 1, 2, . . . (5.35) 
It follows that on letting E +O, ykp, k = 0, I, 2, p = 1, 2, . . . . are given by 
(5.22) except that 02k, k = 0, 1, 2, is now given by (5.33), and Q, is given 
by (5.35). We again remark that y2p for this case does in fact exist, even 
though gZk in (5.33) may not exist for all k. The singularities cancel out in 
the formulae a2k. 
Thus u and du/dz have the expansions (5.28) and (5.29) as in 
Problem (i), with (5.23) to (5.27) still valid, except now ylo # 0 and y , in 
(5.27b) is now to be replaced by 
y, - A513 f Pylp (A --+ co). 
p=o 
(5.36) 
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Furthermore it is easy to verify that when a, --f b,, the results in 
Problem (i) are recovered. 
PROBLEM (iii). Suppose now that &z, A) and I&(z) are both 
O[(z - 6,)-2] for z near bO, and in addition R,(z) also has a second-order 
zero at z=u,, in D. Then r(z)=(z-&)2, N=O, and M=l. Also 
n, = v = 2, and m, = p = 2. From A-(2.20) 
{J 
4 
lim SC’ (r-a,)ds-J--& [y,‘L,(s),~‘2ds}=o, (5.37) 
E-0 b(E) 
a, being picked to ensure the existence of the limit. From A-(2.17) we 
obtain 
Yoo = Y20(% I29 710 = -2Y20~1. (5.38) 
Equation (2.1) yields 
000 = 1, 00, = fJo2 = 0, (5.39a) 
while (2.3) yields 
CT Ik= C#hr(~, -~o)2h)k-2~ k=O, 1, 2. (5.39b) 
Finally, from (2.7), crjk is obtained as in (5.33). Also rrnp, n = 0, 1, 2, are 
obtained from (2.2), (2.4), and (2.8), respectively. 
Using (5.35) and (5.39b) we find that the determinant of the coefficient 
matrix 
= ~ii’C4’(~,)1~@4 - bo12 f: W’MM4 - dl> & 
exists and cannot vanish, and hence we have 
Yap = nap, 
Yip = o- 1c~22hp - a,,~,,) - %2@2p - ~20~0,)19 p = 1, 2, . ..) 
and 
(5.40) 
(541a) 
(5.41b) 
(5.41c) 
Again, u and du/dz have the expansions (5.28) and (5.29); furthermore 
(5.23) to (5.27) also hold, but (5.27a) and 5.27b) for y0 and y1 are now to 
be replaced by (setting y20 = 1) 
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yo-a;P++p f Pf’yop (J*+oo), (5.42a) 
p=l 
~,-cI~~L~/~+L’/~ f Fp+‘ylp (i.+ co). (5.42b) 
p=l 
In addition b(z) is given, this time, by (5.37). 
It is easy to verify that as a, + ho we recover the expansion for 
Problem (i). 
PROBLEM (iv). We finally look at the case in which d,(z) has a double 
pole at z = h,, and two simple zeroes at z = a, and a,. 
Again we have, from A-(2.20), 
lim 
1, 
~~:Is~‘I(s-a,)(s--a*)]1’2d~=j~~~~ [y~‘dol’)p*ds}=O. (5.43) 
E-0 , 
Equation A-(2.17) yields 
Yoo=Y2o~l~2~ YlO = -72oa1 a23 (5.44) 
where a, and a2 are obtained from (5.43) by setting z = a,, 4 = a,, and 
z = a2 4 = a, successively. Also rroo, rr,,i, go2 are as obtained in (5.21a), while 
Cik(&) =j"' Boer: [r(z) ~o~~~l-1’2Cd’~~~12~~-~o~2C~~~~lk~2 dz, 
i= 1, 2, k=O, 1, 2, . . . . (5.45) 
Next we note that crop is given by (5.34) for n = 0 while now TC,~, i= 1, 2, is 
given by 
nip(~) = jh:‘m~c [r(z) R,(z)]-“*[Rp(z) + r,(z)] dz, i= 1, 2, p = 1, 2, . . . . 
(5.46) 
With these definitions, ykp, k = 0, 1, 2, p = 1, 2, . . . . are as given in (5.41) 
(after letting E -+ 0). Hence, while (5.27~) holds, we now have (using (5.44) 
and setting yZo = 1) 
y,-a,a,A’+A f A-p+Lyop (A+ a), (5.47a) 
p=l 
m 
y,- -a,a2A5/3+A”3 C l.Tp+‘ylp (A + co). (5.47b) 
p=l 
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The expansions for U(Z, 1) and du/dz are now also given by (5.28) and 
(5.29), respectively, with the definitions of 4(z) in (5.43), and yO, yl, and yz 
in (5.47) and (5.27~). If either a, or a2 approaches bO, we recover the 
results of Problem (ii), while if both approach 6,, we recover the results of 
Problem (i ). 
6. EXPANSION IN TERMS OF A LEGENDRE FUNCTION 
We now look at the problem in which fi(z, A) and R,(z) each have 
simple poles at z = b, and z = b, . Thus we have r(z) = (z - b,)(z - b,), 
n,=n, =N= 1, v=2,p=M=O0.0nchoosingP,= -&,,Eqs.A-(2.15)and 
A-(2.20), for this case, become 
w* = r,‘~o(4* - PI% (6.1) 
I!@+ (s’-/?t)“*d~=j~~ [y,‘&(z)]-“*ds. (6.2) 
The value of /$, is obtained by setting 4 = j?,, and z = b, in (6.2). 
The matrix {a,,} for this case is obtained from (2.5) and consists of the 
single element (since p + v - 1 = 1) 
coo= s b; C~~~~~,~~~l~1’2C~‘~~~12~~~~{C~~~~12-~~}~1 dz 
while rcop, obtained from (2.6), is 
II op= s ~~[r(z)R,(z)1-1’2{Re(z)+r,(z)) & p = 1, 2, . . . . 
Hence 
Yop = Gi’~0p~ p = 1, 2, . ..) 
and A-(2.1 1) yields 
Yo”A2 f A-pYop (A+ a), 
p=o 
while from A-(2.10) we have 
((z, 2) = n”‘qqz). 
Consequently the comparison equation for this case is 
v(~)+yo(52-~~)-1v=o 
(6.3) 
(6.4) 
(6.5) 
(6.6) 
(6.7) 
(6.8) 
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with the solution 
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V5)= cwm2- u”* T,(5/80). (6.9) 
Here T, represents either of the associated Legendre functions Pf , Qj, of 
order m = 1, and degree 
I=$(-1 kJFG$, (6.10) 
and /I0 = A”‘&. In (6.10) we can choose any sign for the quantity appear 
ing under the radical. 
We therefore have the following expansions for u and du/dz: 
(z, E,)- If(<) c l.-v$(z)+~-“2v,(t) c PC,(z) (A + co), (6.11 
p=O p=O 
n-PB,(z)+~~“*V,(5)C~~P~~(Z) (A -+ co). (6.12) 
Here again B,(z) and C,(z) are given by A-(2.29), with A-(2.28), A-(2.30), 
A-(2.25), and A-(2.26), and with P,(4) = (d* - pi) ~-‘yoP; yoP is given by 
(6.5), and /IO and d(z) are obtained from (6.2). B,(z) and C,(z) are defined 
in (3.10) in terms of B,(z) and C,(z) for this case. The special function I’(t) 
is defined in (6.9) and (6.10). 
When b, -+ 6, , we expect to recover the expressions obtained for the case 
of a double pole (see Section 3). First we note that /IO + 0 since flo is given 
by 
and hence, 4(z) becomes (3.2). In (6.3) 
goa--+ s :,’ [r(z) R,(z)] ~-“2 dz 
while in (6.4) 
nap + R,(b,) + r,(b,) 5:: [r(z) R,(z)] -“’ dz. 
Hence yoP + R,(b,) as in (3.3). Furthermore the comparison equation (6.8) 
becomes (3.4). 
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7. EXPANSION IN TERMS OF THE HYPERGEOMETRIC FUNCTION 
Of some practical importance also is the problem of obtaining a 
representation for U(Z, 1) in a region containing two second-order poles of 
@z, A). Therefore we consider the case for which &z, L) and j,(z) possess 
second-order poles at z= 6, and z=6,. Thus T(Z) = [(z-b,)(z-b,)12, 
n,=n,=2, N=l, and v=4. Also M=p=O. 
Anticipating the form of the hypergeometric equation, we set /I,, = 0. 
Thus, since yr,, = . . . = ydO = 0, we have 
ccuz)1* = Y,‘bwC&) - PI1 > -*&(z), (7.1) 
and hence, on choosing yoo = 4, 
i,” Cs(r-P,)]-‘dr=2~;o [fi&)-p2ds, (7.2) 
for 4(z). 8, is now obtained by letting z + b, on both sides of (7.2). 
The first two rows of ((T,~) are obtained from (2.1) as 
%=(h-m2/~:~ Go, =a,,=0 (7.3a) 
(T 10 = (6, - hd*/B:, (711 = (b, - hd2/813 
(T 12 = (b, - kJ2, (7.3b) 
while (2.5) gives 
Furthermore from (2.2) and (2.6) we obtain 
k = 0, 1, 2. (7.3c) 
xlp = R,(bJ + r,(bA l=O, 1, p= 1,2, . ..) (7.4a) 
and 
71 2p = f :,’ [r(z) R&)1-“*CR,(z) + r,(z)1 & p= 1, 2, . . . . (7.4b) 
It is again easy to verify that the determinant c = oW(eLL cr22 - c2i o,~) # 0, 
and hence ykP, k = 0, 1, 2, p= 1, 2, . ..) are uniquely determined. Con- 
sequently yk, k = 0, 1, 2, have the following expansions, since yoo = $: 
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Also we have 
Consequently the comparison equation is 
v”(5)+r~2(r-~,)~2(yo+y,5+y25’)v=o. 
Equation (2.7) has the solution 
where F(a, h; c;, s) is a hypergeometric function, with 
(‘= 1 +(4y”+~:)“2/~,, 
h = $[C - (4y, + 1 )“*I + f{ [C - (41/, + 1 )“‘]’ 
+2[2y,/~,+(4y2+1)“*~-c]}‘*, 
and 
a=b+(4y,+ I)‘!* 
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(7Sa) 
(7Sb) 
(7.5c) 
(7.6) 
(7.7) 
(7.8) 
(7.9a) 
(7.9b) 
(7.9c) 
These quantities provide the asymptotic expansions (6.11) and (6.12) 
for u and du/dz. Now, however, B,(z) and C,(z) are given by A-(2.29), 
with A-(2.28), A-(2.30), A-(2.25), and A-(2.26), where P,(4) = 
[#(d-B,)] P2(y0p + ylPd + ~r*$~), p = 1, 2, . . . The constants yc, i= 0, 1, 2, 
are determined from (7.3) and (7.4). 4(z) and /I, are determined from (7.2). 
As before fiP(z) and c,(z) are defined in (3.10). The special function V(t) is 
defined by (7.8) and (7.9) along with (7.5) and (7.6). 
Remark. When D contains three double poles of k(z, A), then a 
uniform asymptotic solution of (1.1) can be obtained in terms of the 
Riemann-P function. We, however, find no inspiration to pursue this 
problem. 
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